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ABSTRACT: Recently, wearable devices have been attract-
ing significantly increased interest in human motion
detection and human physiological signal monitoring.
Currently, it is still a great challenge to fabricate strain
sensors with high performance and good fit to the human
body. In this work, we fabricated a close-fitting and
wearable graphene textile strain sensor based on a
graphene textile without polymer encapsulation. Graphene
oxide acts as a colorant to dye the polyester fabric and is
reduced at high temperature, which endows the graphene
textile strain sensor with excellent performance. Compared
with the previously reported strain sensors, our strain
sensor exhibits a distinctive negative resistance variation with increasing strain. In addition, the sensor also demonstrates
fascinating performance, including high sensitivity, long-term stability, and great comfort. Based on its superior
performance, the graphene textile strain sensor can be knitted on clothing for detecting both subtle and large human
motions, showing the tremendous potential for applications in wearable electronics.
KEYWORDS: graphene textile strain sensor, negative resistance variation, colorant, human motions, resistance models

Wearable and flexible electronic devices have attracted
tremendous attention in recent years due to their
friendly contact with human body and stable

monitoring capabilities.1−6 Strain sensors are fundamental
components of electronic devices, and the preparation of
innovative strain sensors is critical to the development of
wearable electronic devices. In addition, strain sensors play
significant roles in biomedical electronics, which can monitor
various body signals including physical, chemical, and bio-
logical signals.7−10 Many vital factors have been taken into
account to evaluate the performance of strain sensors, among
which the sensing materials and device structures may
dominantly affect the sensitivity, stretchability, response time,
long-term stability, and durability. Therefore, numerous efforts
have been made to develop advanced fabrication techniques
and materials to improve the performance of strain sensors.
To date, strain sensors based on various typical micro/

nanostructures have been fabricated, employing nanomaterials
as conducting elements due to their outstanding electrical,
mechanical, optical, and chemical properties.11−14 Especially,
graphene has been extensively studied for strain-sensing

applications.15−18 Chen et al. developed a macroscopic 3D
graphene foam structure by a template-directed CVD
technique. The composite integrated graphene foam with a
polymer served as a flexible, foldable, and stretchable
conductor that could be stretched to 95%.19 Yan et al.
fabricated a strain sensor with three-dimensional macroporous
nanopapers composed of crumpled graphene and nano-
cellulose, embedded in a stretchable elastomer matrix. The
sensor based on stretchable nanopapers exhibited a gauge
factor of 7.1 at 100% strain and allowed all-directional sensing,
which was critical for human motion detection.20

In general, the prepared sensing elements are encapsulated
in polymer materials to fabricate strain sensors,21−24 which has
many disadvantages, such as low fit with the human body,
unsatisfying comfort, and a complex preparation process.
However, we fabricate a graphene textile strain sensor based on
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polyester fabrics without polymer material encapsulation,
which demonstrates more close-fitting with the human body.
In this report, graphene oxide acts a colorant to dye the
polyester fabric, fabricating a negative resistance variation
graphene textile strain sensor. Particularly, the graphene textile
contains vertical and horizontal fibers and forms a conductive
network during stretching, showing different tensile properties.
The graphene textile strain sensor exhibits combined
superiority of wide strain range up to 15%, high sensitivity,
and long-term stability, which can be knitted directly on
clothing for monitoring real-time human physiology activities.
The graphene textile strain sensor without polymer material
encapsulation could be simply extended to other woven fabrics,
providing a method for the low-cost and scalable fabrication of
wearable strain sensors.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The fabrication process of the integrated graphene textile strain
sensor is illustrated in Figure 1. The sensor was made of
polyester fabrics. First, we cropped many 6 cm × 1.5 cm
samples along the x-direction and y-direction polyester fabric
(Figure 1a). The polyester fabric was dipped in a graphene

oxide (GO) dispersion for 3 min and baked under an infrared
lamp for 20 min (Figure 1b). The above process was repeated
three times. After that, as shown in Figure 1c, the polyester
fabric was placed in a furnace at 200 °C for 2 h in order to
reduce the GO sheets to graphene sheets. The graphene textile
is shown in Figure 1d. The electrodes of the graphene textile
strain sensor can be obtained directly by cutting two strips
from the polyester fabric instead of fabricating them by copper
foil and silver paste (Figure 1e). Figure 1f shows a photograph
of the graphene textile strain sensor. To confirm the
mechanism of the sensor, the graphene textile was encapsu-
lated with an elastic silicone, polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS),
fabricating the graphene textile PDMS strain sensor. The
fabrication process of the graphene textile PDMS strain sensor
is shown in Figure S1 (Supporting Information).
The characterizations of the graphene textile are shown in

Figure 2. Figure 2a shows a typical scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) image of the graphene textile strain sensor
in the x-direction. SEM images at different magnifications and
angles were observed to further analyze the morphology of the
graphene textile. Figure 2b shows a magnified SEM image of an
entire wire in the x-direction. Figure 2c presents a SEM image

Figure 1. Fabrication process and structure of the graphene textile strain sensor. (a−e) Fabrication process of the graphene textile strain
sensor. (d) Woven structure of the graphene textile. (f) Photograph of the graphene textile strain sensor.

Figure 2. Characterizations of the graphene textile. (a) SEM image of the graphene textile in the x-direction. (b) Entire wire in the x-
direction. (c) SEM image of the graphene textile in the y-direction. (d) Magnified SEM image of the whole wire in the y-direction. (e)
Connected graphene sheets in the same wire. (f) SEM image of graphene sheets. (g, h) Raman spectra of GO and rGO.
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of the graphene textile in the y-direction, and Figure 2d shows
a whole wire in the y-direction. The graphene sheets were
homogeneously penetrated into the graphene textile, forming
crosswise graphene textile conductive networks. Due to the
special structure, the graphene textile conductive networks can
withstand both vertical and horizontal tensile deformation,
exhibiting different tensile properties. Figure 2a and c show a
weft-knit polyester fabric, revealing the woven structure of the
polyester fabric consisted of continuous unit coil sets of fibers.
A high-magnification view of the graphene textile indicates that
the graphene sheets connect many fibers in the same wire
(Figure 2e). Figure 2f shows a magnified image of the
graphene sheets. The cross-sectional SEM images of the
graphene textile exhibit a loose interlayer structure consisting
of vertical and horizontal fibers (Figure S2). The graphene
sheets are immobilized on the surface of the graphene textile,
which endows the fibers with a closer connection under
mechanical deformation. The Raman spectrum of GO is
presented in Figure 2g. The Raman spectrum of the rGO
(reduced graphene oxide) presents typical graphene peaks,
which consist of a G-band at 1593 cm−1 and a D-band at 1350

cm−1 25 (Figure 2h). The D-band indicates the existence of
defects. The G-band is associated with crystalline sp2 carbon.26

The existence of a relatively broad and weak 2D-band at 2750
cm−1 also reveals the defects of the graphene textile.27

The graphene textile strain sensor exhibits a negative
resistance variation and different tensile performance. Figure
3a shows a typical plot for the graphene textile strain sensor
with x-direction stretching, where R0 and R represent the initial
and real-time resistances, respectively. The sample-to-sample
variation of graphene textile strain sensors (Figure 3a)
indicates the consistency of different samples and great
repeatability of the fabrication process. The sensor displays a
negative resistance variation and a maximum gauge factor
(GF) of −1.7 within a 15% strain range during x-direction
stretching, demonstrating a wide strain range. Figure 3b
presents the performance of the graphene textile strain sensor
with y-direction stretching, with an 8% strain range and a
maximum GF of −26, which also exhibits a negative resistance
variation. From Figure 3a and b, the graphene textile strain
sensor shows a wide strain range with x-direction stretching
and high sensitivity with y-direction stretching. To further

Figure 3. Performance of the graphene textile strain sensor. (a) Relative resistance changes of the graphene textile strain sensor versus the
applied strain in the x-direction. (b) Relative change in resistance versus strain in the y-direction stretching. Relative resistance change−time
curve at different strains in the (c) x-direction and (d) y-direction, respectively. Hysteresis of the relative resistance change during
stretching/releasing in the (e) x-direction and (f) y-direction, respectively. Performance of the sensor under 500 cycles of tensile loading in
the (g) x-direction and (i) y-direction, respectively. (h) Magnified cycles with x-direction stretching. (j) Magnified cycles with y-direction
stretching. Relative resistance variation under cyclic stretching/releasing at frequencyies of 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.25, and 0.3 Hz in the (k) x-
direction and (l) y-direction.
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verify the stretching mechanism, PDMS were used to
encapsulate the graphene textile, fabricating a graphene textile
PDMS strain sensor. The performance of the sensor is
demonstrated in Figure S3. It can be observed that the sensor
has a positive resistance variation, which is opposite of the
strain sensor without PDMS encapsulation. The PDMS
solidifies the woven structure of the graphene textile and
prevents the formation of nodes between the horizontal and
vertical wires, which renders the graphene textile PDMS strain
sensor similar to the reported resistive-type strain sensor.28−32

As shown in Figure 3c and d, the relative resistance changes
versus time curve during 5 mm distance stretching demon-
strates that the signals remain stable without distinct drifts
during each period. It is also observed that the relative changes
in resistance with x-direction and y-direction stretching are
different along with the 1 mm stretching distance in each step.
Figure 3e and f show the hysteresis of relative resistance
change during stretching/releasing in the x-direction and y-
direction, respectively. As shown in Figure 3g and i, the
electrical response of the graphene textile strain sensor exhibits
excellent stability and durability during 500 cycles of 7.5%
strain in the x-direction and 500 cycles of 5% strain in the y-
direction. Figure 3h and j show the magnified cycles. The
performance testing of the relative resistance change versus
strain after 0, 100, 200, 300, 400, and 500 cycles is shown in
Figure S4, confirming the stability of the sensor. In order to
further verify the stability of the graphene textile strain sensor,
we washed the sensors with deionized water and laundry liquid
(Figure S5). It can be clearly observed that the sensors did not
fade by comparing the color of the liquid before and after
washing. In addition, the electrical testing of the washed
graphene textile strain sensor is demonstrated in Figure S6.
The performance degradation of the graphene textile strain
sensor is not obvious after washing. It could be inferred that
the graphene oxide acts as a colorant to dye the polyester
fabric, endowing the sensor with excellent performance. The
performance change of the graphene textile PDMS strain
sensor with the washing process is shown in Figure S7, and the
performance degradation of the sensor is not obvious due to
the protection by PDMS. As shown in Figure 3k and l, the

relative resistance changes of the graphene textile strain sensor
exhibits almost no frequency dependence within the tested
frequency range from 0.1 to 0.3 Hz in the x-direction and y-
direction. Figure S8 shows the relative resistance change of the
sensor under cyclic stretching−releasing with a different strain
range in the x-direction, which is consistent with the result
shown in Figure 3a. Figure S9 shows the multicycles under
different strain ranges in the y-direction and the relative
resistance change consistent with the GF in Figure 3b. From
the above, the graphene textile strain sensor shows a negative
resistance variation, high sensitivity, wide range strain, and
excellent durability. The comparison of performance between
our strain sensors with other traditional ones is listed in Table
S1. It clearly shows a negative resistance variation performance
of our sensors.
Because of the facile interaction with the human body, high

sensitivity, and wide working range, the graphene textile strain
sensor can be knitted on clothing for tremendous potential
applications in wearable devices. Figure 4a shows an overview
of sensing locations, indicating the high adhesion with the
human body and wearable features of the graphene textile
strain sensor. In Figure 4a, the sensor was mounted on
different joints, such as the wrist, knee, elbow, and finger,
detecting large motions. The sensor also monitors subtle
motions, such as facial expressions, breathing, pulse, writing,
and vocal vibration. As shown in Figure 4b, a wrist guard
integrated with a graphene textile strain sensor can monitor
wrist movement, such as bending/recovering. In addition, the
sensor even could be attached on the wrist for detecting hand-
writing, including the English alphabet and Chinese characters.
Figure 4c presents the relative resistance change with different
English letters, such as “A”, “S”, and “V”; all English letters are
demonstrated in Figure S10, and the Chinese characters for 1
to 10 and different English names are presented in Figure S11.
We also knitted the graphene textile strain sensor on a single
glove to monitor its response toward the bending of a finger.
The relative resistance change is uniform when the finger is
bent at a certain angle (Figure 4d), and the angles of the finger
bending could be precisely tracked by monitoring the relative
change in resistance (Figure 4e). To detect the swing of the

Figure 4. Detection of various human motions using the wearable graphene textile strain sensor. (a) Overview of sensing locations. (b)
Corresponding signals of the bending of the wrist. (c) Detection of writing English letters. (d) Signals with the bending of a finger at a
certain angle. (e) Relative change in resistance under different finger bending angles. (f) Bending of the elbow joint. (g) Elbow swing with
different amplitudes. (h) Bending of a knee joint. (i) Knee bending with different angles. (j) Different signals with walking and running. (k)
Walking at different frequencies.
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elbow while walking, we mounted the sensor on the elbow
joint. Figure 4f shows the relative change in resistance when
bending the elbow at a certain angle, and Figure 4g
demonstrates that the relative resistance changes are various
under a small swing and a large swing. The graphene textile
strain sensor was knitted on the trousers to detect every
movement of the knee. The relative resistance change is
uniform when the knee is bent at a certain angle (Figure 4h),
and the knee bending with different angles also indicates a high
sensitivity of the sensor (Figure 4i). Furthermore, we also
monitored different motion conditions, such as walking,
running, and walking frequency. It could be clearly observed
that waveforms for walking and running are different (Figure
4j) and the variety in frequency of a slow walk and fast walk
(Figure 4k).
Figure 5a demonstrates a schematic illustration of the

graphene textile strain sensor attached to different parts for
detecting subtle human motions, such as muscle movements,
pulse, respiration, and facial expressions. Pulse is a very
important physiological signal for systolic and diastolic blood
pressure as well as heart rate. The graphene textile strain sensor
could be used for detecting the pulse. Finger pulse is
demonstrated in Figure 5b, and a single pulse is presented in
the inset. In addition, the graphene textile strain sensor was
placed on the neck to detect real-time pulse changes (Figure
5c), and the inset shows a single pulse wave. The sensor was
attached to a wrist band for detecting real-time pulse signals
under relaxation conditions (Figure 5d). It clearly displays
repeatable and regular pulse shapes during relaxation with a
frequency of 70 beats min−1. As shown in the inset, the close-
up of a single pulse peak clearly reveals typical characteristics of
the pulse waveform, namely, the percussion wave (P-wave),
tidal wave (T-wave), and diastolic wave (D-wave),33

demonstrating the high sensitivity of the sensor. The graphene
textile strain sensor was attached on the skin near the mouth to
detect facial expressions of crying and laughing, and the plots

of relative resistance change versus time for laughing and crying
are demonstrated in Figure 5e and f, respectively. Figure 5g
presents the relative changes in resistance when the mouth is
open and closed. The graphene textile strain sensor was
attached at the throat for recognizing the muscle motion
induced by speaking different words, and signals with different
words are demonstrated in Figure S12. It could be seen that
the single word waveform is apparently different and the
repeatability of each cycle is fine. Respiration rate is detected
by knitting the graphene textile strain sensor on the clothing
near the abdomen, as shown in Figure 5h. The respiration
cycles consist of two different modes, deep breathing and
shallow breathing. The above results indicate the excellent
performance of the graphene textile strain sensors for detecting
human motions.
In order to understand the working mechanism of the

graphene textile strain sensors, we tracked the structure
evolution by SEM during the original status (Figure 6a) and
small x-direction loading status (Figure 6b) and large x-
direction loading status (Figure 6c). Figure 6d, e, and f show
the structure change during different strain forces in the y-
direction. The initial status of the graphene textile is shown in
Figure 6a and d. It can be obviously observed that a single wire
consists of many loose fibers, and the interlock-stitch structure
consists of horizontal and vertical wires. As shown in Figure 6b
and c, the fibers in the same wire become more compact, and
the wire-to-wire contacts become closer together and form a
node. The existence of nodes ensures integrity of the woven
structure and prevents the rupture of the conductive pathways
under a large deformation. More importantly, the structure of
the sensor translates into a conductive network during
stretching, which results in a decrease of the entire resistance.
In addition, the width of the gaps increases with the increase in
strain, which contributes to the increase of the resistance. Due
to the obvious change of the conductive structure, the bulk
resistance still decreases with stretching. The size of gaps is

Figure 5. Applications of the wearable graphene textile strain sensors for detecting various subtle human motions. (a) Schematic illustration
of the sensor attached to different parts for detecting subtle human motions. (b) Signal of a finger pulse; the inset is a single pulse. (c) Signal
of a pulse; the inset is a single signal. (d) Wrist pulse signal; the inset is a single pulse that contains characteristic peaks called P-wave, T-
wave, and D-wave. (e) Signal of laughing. (f) Signal of crying. (g) Relative resistance changes during opening and closing the mouth. (h)
Detection of respiration rate with different breath modes.
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different under stretching in the x- and y-directions, which
contributes to the different change in resistance.
To understand the relationship between the structural

deformation and the relative resistance change, we developed
simple resistance models to describe this relationship. In the
initial status (Figure 6g), the current is divided into two paths
through this resistance unit which flows through R1−Rc−R2−
Rc and Rc−R2−Rc−R1 separately. The total initial resistance
(R0) could be calculated as

R
R R R( 2 )

20
1 2 c=

+ +
(1)

where R1 and R2 are the resistances of the graphene textile in x-
direction and y-direction, respectively. Rc is the contact
resistance between horizontal and vertical wires without any
applied strain. In the initial status, the horizontal and vertical
woven wires have a small gap at the junction or a little contact
with each other, which leads to a very large contact resistance.
Compared to the contact resistance Rc, the resistances R1 and
R2 can be neglected. Thus, eq 1 can be approximated as R0 =
Rc.

The structure would be translated into a conductive network
during x-direction stretching, which leads to the formation of
nodes between the horizontal and vertical wires. The fibers on
the same wire become closer, which decreases the resistance of
the wire itself. The formation of network nodes leads to a
decrease in the contact resistance. As shown in Figure 6h, the
resistance unit is divided into two parts (Rx1−Rxc−Rx2−Rxc and
Rxc−Rx2−Rxc−Rx1) and the two components are connected in
parallel. Therefore, the resistance with x-direction stretching
(Rx) could be demonstrated as

R
R R R2

2x
x x x1 2 c=

+ +
(2)

where Rx1, Rx2, and Rxc are the resistances of graphene textile in
the x-direction and y-direction during x-direction stretching
and the contact resistance between the horizontal wire and
vertical wire, respectively. The fibers in the same wire become
more compact with x-direction stretching, resulting in the
decrease of Rx1 and Rx2. At the same time, the contact
resistance Rxc also decreases due to the formation of nodes.
Therefore, the resistance Rx with x-direction stretching is less
than the initial resistance R0, indicating the negative resistance

Figure 6. Mechanism of the graphene textile strain sensor. SEM image of a graphene textile strain sensor during (a) initial loading in the x-
direction, (b) small loading in the x-direction, (c) large loading in the x-direction. (d−f) SEM images of the graphene textile strain sensor
during different loading in the y-direction: (d) initial status, (e) small loading, (f) large loading. (g) Initial status resistance model of the
sensor without any loading. (h) Resistance model with x-direction stretching. (i) Resistance model with y-direction stretching.
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variation of the sensor. Similarly, in Figure 6i, the resistance
with y-direction stretching (Ry) could also be summed up as

R
R R R2

2y
y y y1 2 c=

+ +
(3)

where Ry1, Ry2, and Ryc are the horizontal and vertical
resistances and the contact resistance during y-direction
stretching, respectively. Similar to x-direction stretching, the
resistance Ry also decreases with y-direction stretching. The
difference between Figure 6h and i is caused by the size of gaps
during stretching. The density of the conductive units is
different during the x- and y-direction stretching process,
resulting in the different resistance variation. These resistance
models reasonably explain the relationship between structural
deformations and the relative resistance change.

CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have fabricated a wearable graphene textile
strain sensor with negative resistance variation through a
simple thermally reduced GO. The graphene oxide acts as a
colorant to dye the polyester fabric, endowing the graphene
textile strain sensor with excellent performance. The maximum
GF of the sensor is −26 in the strain range of 8% under y-
direction stretching and −1.7 in the strain range of 15% in the
x-direction. The variation of horizontal and vertical interwoven
structure contributes to the distinctive direction sensitivities of
the sensor. Furthermore, the graphene textile strain sensor has
a high durability and stability. The graphene textile strain
sensor could be knitted directly on clothing for both large and
subtle human motion detection, such as the bending of joints,
facial expressions, pulse monitoring, and hand-writing
recognition, indicating the tremendous potential applications
as wearable electronics. The sensor without PDMS encapsu-
lation demonstrates a high close-fitting property, and the
performance of the sensor hardly changes after washing, which
enables perfect integration with clothing. It can be used to
produce wearable electronics on clothes, which can truly
achieve real-time human motion detection.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Preparation of the Graphene Textile Strain Sensor. The GO

was purchased from Nanjing XFNANO Materials Tech Co., Ltd. The
average diameter of the dispersed GO sheet is larger than 500 nm, and
the concentration is 2 mg mL−1. The polyester fabric was cut into
rectangles and then immersed in a GO solution for 3 min and dried
under an infrared lamp at 50 °C for 20 min. Afterward, the above
experimental procedure was repeated three times. After completing
the above experimental process, the polyester fabric was put in a
furnace at 200 °C for 2 h, and GO was reduced to graphene sheets.
Preparation of the Graphene Textile PDMS Strain Sensor.

After the preparation of the graphene textile, it was connected to
copper foil at both ends with silver paste and put on a PDMS
substrate (a 10:1 mixture of PDMS liquid and a plasticizer); then
liquid PDMS was dropped on the surface to encapsulate the strain
sensor. Finally, the sample was cured at 60 °C for 12 h.
Characterization of the Graphene Textile. The morphology of

graphene textile was characterized by field emission SEM (Quanta
FET 450). The Raman spectra were obtained with a Lab RAM HR
Evolution (JY-HR800) with a laser excitation wavelength of 514 nm
and power of 50 mW at room temperature. The electromechanical
properties of the strain sensor were measured with a testing machine
(Shimadzu AGS-X) and digital electrometer (Rigol DM3068).
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